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We shape a better world

Suffolk Agent Based 

Model Alpha

Summary Presentation
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Agent Based Models

Agent Activities and trips
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Suffolk County Council faces increasingly complex challenges as they 

shape the future of transport in the county

All transport authorities and agencies are 

facing new challenges:

• Understanding transport in a wider 

context of equity and outcomes 

beyond traditional transport metrics

• Sustainability and planning for a 

transition to Net Zero 

• New modes and ways of accessing 

transport (MaaS, autonomy, 

micromobility etc.)

• Changing behaviours motivated by 

long term changes in working patterns 

and responses to the pandemic
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Traditional models assume fairly 

consistent patterns of behaviour across 

society; and are unable to represent 

accurately today’s much more diverse 

pattern of demand.

We can’t assume that people’s journey 

patterns are predictable and consistent. 

We can no longer model the peaks of 

demand and be confident that our 

transportation system has enough 

capacity if it can serve these peaks. 

There is currently minimal modelling to support these types of decision, 

because the models work at an aggregate, rather than individual level
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Agent Based Models are a way of responding to these challenges 

because they consider individual choice

An ABM models individuals as 

‘agents’ in the model:

• These agents are modelled as part 

of a synthetic population

• They have a set of activities that 

they try to undertake over the 

course of a day

• They can choose to travel by 

different modes, at different times, 

and take different routes

• Over multiple iterations agents 

learn what gives them the best 

outcome
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However, modelling can require a significant up front investment in 

technology and data before it starts to deliver benefits

A traditional 4-Step strategic model 

can take months of work before it is 

ready to be used to answer questions.

Models also need to be built for 

specific use cases and questions, and 

are limited to specific time periods.

This means that models struggle to 

respond to new questions in a timely 

way, and many decisions are not 

informed using modelling.

Therefore it is hard to explore and 

experiment with new technologies 

and approaches.
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We propose that an ABM approach helps tackle these problems as they 

can be built in and iterative and incremental way

Due to the modular nature of an ABM 

model, we can build a model quickly 

and then refine it over time, focusing 

on the questions that are highest 

priority. 

This is especially true when we use 

standardised datasets and tooling to 

develop a first model quickly. 

This allows us to understand the 

strengths and weaknesses of a model 

and focus efforts on areas which will 

have the most impact.

Future demand scenarios

Determined by government 

policy e.g. all small shops will 

reopen

Current supply

Determined by current transport 

timetables, workforce reductions 

and real-time data

Agent-based 

transport model

Scenario 

analysis

Integrated 

modelling of 

options across 

multiple transport 

modes  in order to 

evaluate how well 

they meet 

objectives

Operation

al planning

Ability to support 

detailed operational 

planning of services 

with reduced 

workforce

Model outputs

Transport 

interventions

Determined by city transport 

authorities e.g. double the 

number of buses on key 

routesRepresentative population

Developed using ML 

generative modelling 

techniques
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The Suffolk Alpha

Ipswich Activity Locations and Traffic Flows
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We set out to build an Alpha model of the county over a period of 12 

weeks

Project Objectives:

• Understand the data available, 

including the use of Experian Mosaic

• Understand the questions the model 

could be useful for

• Understand the strengths and 

weaknesses of the model, and how it 

might compare with traditional 

approaches

• Deliver high level insights into the 

transport network for Suffolk, including 

understanding agent transport choice

Project Programme
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The model that was built is multi-modal and represents the entire county, 

with a complex network

• A detailed road network within Suffolk with a 

5km buffer around the boundary

• A less detailed network covering the rest of 

mainland Britain

• Full public transport detail for Suffolk including 

commuter rail and scheduled bus services

• Public transport includes vehicles capacities

• Bus services interact with the road network and 

are impacted by congestion

• Rail services are modelled as following 

prescribed timetable

• Benchmark counts (link level) attached to the 

network

Network Visualisation
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We have also modelled an agent population across the county, 

including freight

• Generated population representing Suffolk 

residents (10% sample of population)

• Households, agents and activity plans sampled 

from NTS travel diary data

• Activity locations modelled for individual 

agents

• Integration of Experian Mosaic categories with 

the population

• Activity locations assigned to specific 

buildings/facilities based on activity type and 

location

• Locations infilled for areas with low data 

availability 

• Freight population (from existing strategic 

model)
Travel Demand
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The population and network were combined and simulated over 700 

iterations of the same 24 hour period

• 700 iterations – agents can experiment 

and test different plans over 700 

iterations of the same ‘day’

• Simulations run at a 1 second 

resolution

• Agents able to change mode, adjust 

the time of journey, and route to 

improve their utility scores

• Each simulated iteration ran in only 4.5 

minutes using cloud compute

• Output 37 million agent events and 5 

million plans

• Each model run during calibration 

required approximately 12 hours Example Agent Utilities Over Time
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Due to the granularity of the model, we get a wide range of detailed 

outputs, and are able to benchmark the model against reality

Bus boarding and alighting counts 
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The model benchmarks very well given its maturity

Simulation vs. Benchmark Total Vehicle Volumes

Simulation vs. Benchmark Total Vehicle Volumes at Locations

• Strong match of link volume counts for 

road traffic

• Post-simulation mode share statistics in 

line with input population / National 

Transport Survey

• Link speeds and flows realistic

• Comparison with current county 

model is positive
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The model benchmarks very well given its maturity

• We also compared benchmarks at 

specific locations, reaching good 

agreement in almost all cases

• Again, the Alpha maturity may 

account for some of the less accurate 

matches as the data is drawn from 

different sources, and not all baselined 

to a specific date or count type
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The model benchmarks very well given its maturity

• We also compared the ABM to the 

existing SATURN model, comparing 

free flow speeds and traffic volumes

• This showed a good level of 

agreement, however, it is worth noting 

that the far more detailed network in 

the ABM means that the pattern of 

usage shown in each model is a more 

valid comparison than the exact 

values

ABM (left) and SATURN model (right) free flow speeds in Ipswich

ABM and SATURN AM flow comparison in Ipswich
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Given the comprehensive nature of the outputs, we can look at 

individual agents and their actions

• The outputs of the ABM show every 

decision every agent has made, and 

why they made it

• These outputs mean we can cut the 

results by any factor in the agent 

population

• During the simulation Agents create 

different plans to test new modes, 

timings, and routes

• Agents have a ‘memory’ of their top 

ten plans, so we can see the things 

that provided good utility but weren’t 

selected at the end of the simulation

<person id=A>

<attributes>

<attribute gender=male/>

<attribute age=60 to 64/>

<attribute mosaic_group=M Family Basics/>

</attributes>

<plan score=100 selected=no>

<activity type=home, x=X1, y=Y1, end_time=07:10:00/>

<leg mode=bus, dep_time=07:20:00, trav_time=00:15:00>

{line_id: A, route_id: B, stop_id: C, …}

</leg>

<activity type=work, x=X2, y=Y2, end_time=17:20:00/>

<leg mode=rail, dep_time=17:35:00, trav_time=00:10:00>

{line_id: G, route_id: H, stop_id: J, …}

</leg>

<activity type=home, x=X, y=Y/>

</plan>

<plan score=110 selected=yes>

<activity type=home, x=X1, y=Y1, end_time=07:10:00/>

<leg mode=bus, dep_time=07:20:00, trav_time=00:15:00>

{line_id: A, route_id: B, stop_id: C, …}

</leg>

<activity type=work, x=X2, y=Y2, end_time=17:20:00/>

<leg mode=rail, dep_time=17:35:00, trav_time=00:10:00>

{line_id: G, route_id: H, stop_id: J, …}

</leg>

<activity type=home, x=X, y=Y/>

</plan>

<plan score=102 selected=no>

<activity type=home, x=X1, y=Y1, end_time=07:10:00/>

<leg mode=bus, dep_time=07:20:00, trav_time=00:15:00>

{line_id: A, route_id: B, stop_id: C, …}

</leg>

<activity type=work, x=X2, y=Y2, end_time=17:20:00/>

<leg mode=rail, dep_time=17:35:00, trav_time=00:10:00>

{line_id: G, route_id: H, stop_id: J, …}

</leg>

<activity type=home, x=X, y=Y/>

</plan>

</person>

Example Post Simulation Agent Plan Options
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These unselected plans give us insights into decision making processes 

that agents use, and highlight where modal shift might be achieved

• Looking at agents’ unselected plans, 

we can look at those who had viable 

public transport options, but instead 

chose to drive

• We can look at the distribution of 

these agents’ demographics, the 

activities in their plans, and their 

geographic distribution to highlight 

opportunities to shift car users to Public 

Transport

• This gives the geographic spread of 

where potential public transport users 

live Home locations of agents with the potential to shift to rail (orange) and bus (green)
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Because we have the detail of each agent and sub-population, we can 

look at which types of agents and activities might shift to public transport

• These unselected plans open up a 

world of additional analysis that is 

possible in the future

• We see patterns of potential bus 

ridership; women are more amenable 

or flexible to bus use, as are those 

travelling to business activities

• We hope that some of these insights 

will be useful in shaping the future of 

Suffolk’s bus strategy
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Going Beyond the Alpha

Public Transport Speeds
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Next steps for the model are to focus in on questions that are best suited 

to being answered using this methodology

• ABMs offer new capabilities that are 

complementary to current modelling 

techniques

• ABMs can be used to provide novel 

insight on questions and topics 

traditional model struggle with

• We would recommend focusing 

on the analysis of subpopulations, 

understanding and measuring equity, 

and scenarios involving complex 

policies like pricing

• We would also recommend questions 

that benefit from fast, iterative scenario 

assessment and analysis
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The Alpha can grow in a number of different ways, iterating and 

incrementing the current model

Alpha
Beta 
Studies

Formal 
Calibration and 
Validation

Mature 
Model

• Initial functional 

model

• Benchmarked

• Able to produce 

insights

• Highlights areas 

of focus

• Lower assurance

• Multiple studies 

focusing on specific 

questions suited to 

ABM assessment

• Extend the model in 

specific areas

• Answers questions

• Increasing 

assurance

• Make the step to a 

higher level of 

assurance with 

formal calibration 

and validation

• DfT engagement or 

guidance

• Mature, assured 

model in use for 

a wider range of 

questions

• High levels of 

assurance
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The Alpha can grow and become more complex through adding in 

additional simulation features

There are a number of features that we 

could add in to the Alpha that are part of 

the simulation framework, but weren’t 

suitable for the Alpha:

• Additional modal granularity: park and 

ride, shared vehicles etc.

• Demand Responsive Transport and 

Mobility as a Service (MaaS)

• Road pricing

• Emissions and carbon calculations

Ipswich Network and Activities
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We can also incorporate new data sources

Given the scale and detail of the model, 

there are always opportunities to add in 

additional data sources, for example:

• Mobile Network Data

• GPS data or travel diaries

• Additional surveys

• More benchmarks – boarding and 

alighting numbers, station usage, more 

detailed traffic flows

• Better freight data

We recommend that any future 

expansion of the model is done in 

response to specific questions, rather 

than as modelling for its own sake
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In summary, the ABM approach has delivered on its objective to show a 

rapid, yet detailed initial model build, that can add value as it grows

• The Suffolk Alpha has shown that it is 

possible to build a complex, 

multimodal, county scale model in a 

very short time

• The model performs remarkably well 

and has already produced useful 

insight into Suffolk’s transport 

challenges

• There are a number of ways to take 

the model forward, but should be 

focused on specific questions

• While ABMs are still emerging 

technology, they can provide a good 

complement to current strategic 

models

County Road Network
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Methodology

Ipswich Activity Locations and Traffic Flows
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Previous Work

• The Suffolk Alpha showed that it is 

possible to build a complex, multi-

modal, county-scale model in a very 

short time

• The model is fully multi-modal, 

covering car, rail, bus, and active 

modes

• The model performs well against a 

number of benchmarks, but is not 

formally calibrated and validated

• Nevertheless, it is able to provide 

insights into how changes to the 

system will impact important factors, 

such as mode share
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Suffolk Bus Strategy Scenario Design

We model four experimental scenarios:

• Scenario 1 “Saturation”: Identify the extent of change that can be feasibly achieved using 

only increases to existing bus route frequencies and operating hours.

• Scenario 2 “Increased Frequency”: Prioritise existing bus routes for service frequency increases

• Scenario 3 “24hr Operation”: Prioritise existing bus routes for service operating hours increases

• Scenario 4 “Market Towns”: Prioritise new bus routes for connecting selected market towns

In all cases, we use the simulation to identify aggregate changes in travel, such as mode shift from 

other modes onto buses. We additionally focus on the attributes of households and persons who 

change their behavior.

The scenarios are not intended as realistic future scenarios, but instead should be treated as 

experiments used to prioritise interventions, identify the demographic groups most impacted by the 

changes, and establish the extent of achievable changes.
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Scenario 1: "Saturation"

15 min headway and 24hr extension

• All existing route frequencies extended to 24hr 
operation and 15 min headway

• Adds 81,312 new services (~vehicles)

Scenario 2: "Increased Frequency"

15 min headway

• Increases existing bus route frequencies to at 
least 15 min headway

• Only routes with more than one service are 
changed

• Adds 10,408 new services

Scenario 3: "24hr Operation"

24hr service extension

• Extends existing bus routes to run 24 hours a day

• Extended services use average IP frequency

• Minimum frequency is once per hour

• Services only running outside the IP are not 
extended

• Adds 7,748 new services (~vehicles)

Suffolk Bus Strategy Scenario Design
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Scenario 4: "Market Towns"

New Connections

• Adds 33 new bus routes between 
selected "Market Towns"

• New services arrive and depart 
at central locations only

• New services have 15-minute 
frequencies and operate for 24-
hours

• Adds 9,850 new services

Suffolk Bus Strategy Scenario Design

Bury St Edmunds

Ipswich

Lowestoft

Haverhill

Felixstowe

Newmarket

Clare

Sudbury

Mildenhall

Red Lodge

Brandon

Thurston

Ixworth

Stowmarket

Hadleigh

Framlingham

Reydon

Bungay

Aldeburgh

Woodbridge

Halesworth
Eye

Shotley
Capel St Mary

Beccles



Insights Summary

Ipswich Activity Locations and Traffic Flows



Summary of Frequency and Operating Hour Scenarios

• Suffolk’s current bus mode share is approximately 3.3%

• The ABM indicates that saturating current routes would achieve, at most, a ~9% bus mode share

• Achieving an even greater bus mode share would require additional routes, or other measures, beyond 

increasing frequency and operating hours

• Although the impact of the Saturation Scenario (1) on the bus mode share is greatest, it is the least "efficient", 
based on change per additional service required

• Increasing frequency is the most efficient intervention; however, we recommend focusing on both the best 
performing frequency and operating hour changes

Scenario New Services Bus Mode Share
Change in Bus 

Mode Share
Efficiency*

1: Saturation 81,312 8.97% +5.24% 13.4

2: 15min Frequency 10,408 5.51% +1.78% 35.5

3: 24hr Operation 7,748 4.45% +0.78% 19.3

*Defined as new bus trips per new service



Insights Summary: Scenario 2 - Increasing Frequency

• Scenario 2 increases bus operating frequencies to 15-minutes, but 

maintains the same operating hours

• Running all services at 15-minute frequency increases the bus mode 

share to 5.51% (+1.78%)

Line ID Route
New Boardings 
per Additional 

Vehicle

64 Ipswich reds Aldeburgh - Woodbridge - Ipswich 44.6

106 Lowestoft - Oulton Broad - Burnt Hill - Lowestoft 34.7

77 Felixstowe Flyers Ipswich - The Trimleys - Felixstowe 30.8

66 Ipswich reds
Ipswich - Kesgrave - Grange Farm -

Martlesham Heath
30.5

105 Lowestoft - Oulton - Lowestoft 29.6

93
Ipswich - Capel St Mary - East Bergholt -

Colchester
29.0

M33 Bury St Edmunds - Moreton Hall 27.7

88 Ipswich reds Stowmarket - Needham Market - Ipswich 27.5

75 Felixstowe Flyers Ipswich - The Trimleys - Felixstowe 24.6

102 Lowestoft - Oulton - Lowestoft 23.8

101 Gunton Estate - Lowestoft - Carlton Colville 22.7

385
Stowmarket - Haughley - Woolpit - Bury St 

Edmunds
22.5

15 Haverhill - Chedburgh - Bury St Edmunds 21.6

146 Southwold - Pakefield - Beccles - Norwich 20.7

92 Ipswich - Holbrook - Brantham - Manningtree 20.4

• Approximately 40 % of the new bus trips come from people switching from 

walking trips and another 40% from car trips

• New bus users are most likely to be low income and female

• Based on additional boardings per additional service vehicle, the 

following lines are recommended for further consideration:

Bury St 

Edmunds

Ipswich

Lowestoft

Haverhill

Felixstowe

Newmarket



Insights Summary: Scenario 3 - Extended Service Hours

• Scenario 3 maintains operating frequency of all buses but extends 

their operating hours to 24 hours

• Extending service hours has significant impact on bus usage in the 

evenings, approximately doubling pm peak boardings

• Overall bus mode share increases to 4.45% (+0.72%)

Line Route

New Boardings

per Additional 

Vehicle

521
Aldeburgh - Leiston - Saxmundham -

Halesworth
37.5

753 Colchester - Sudbury - Bury St Edmunds 33.7

102 Lowestoft - Oulton - Lowestoft 30.0

384
Stowmarket - Haughley - Woolpit - Bury St 

Edmunds
29.5

64 Ipswich reds Aldeburgh - Woodbridge - Ipswich 22.8

92 Ipswich - Holbrook - Brantham - Manningtree 22.1

116 Ipswich - Coddenham - Debenham 21.8

M33 Bury St Edmunds - Moreton Hall 20.9

77 Felixstowe Flyers Ipswich - The Trimleys - Felixstowe 20.4

99A Coastal Clipper Southwold - Halesworth - Bungay 19.7

93
Ipswich - Capel St Mary - East Bergholt -

Colchester
19.1

146 Southwold - Pakefield - Beccles - Norwich 17.5

524 Southwold - Brampton - Beccles/Bungay 17.5

113 Diss - Eye - Ipswich 16.0

118
Ipswich - Witnesham - Otley/Earl Soham -

Framlingham
15.7

• These additional trips are concentrated on key corridors serving the large 

towns; inter-county services to Norwich and Cambridge also see some of 

the highest increases

• Extending service hours into the evening on key routes should be 

considered a high priority for the bus strategy, and the following routes are 

identified for further analysis:

Bury St 

Edmunds

Ipswich

Lowestoft

Haverhill

Felixstowe

Newmarket



Insights Summary: Scenario 4 - Market Town Connectivity

• Scenario 4 identifies and compares 33 new lines 

connecting market towns

• Overall, bus mode share increases to 3.88% (+0.15%)

• All services around Bury St Edmunds and the connection 

between Ipswich and Hadleigh are particularly 

successful at attracting bus trips

• The following new links are suggested for further analysis:

Location 1 Location 2 Boardings

Bury_St_Edmunds Haverhill 630

Ipswich Hadleigh 580

Bury_St_Edmunds Sudbury 490

Bury_St_Edmunds Elmswell 490

Clare Haverhill 430

Bury_St_Edmunds Ixworth 420

Reydon Halesworth 410

Red Mildenhall 330

Lowestoft Beccles 330

Bury_St_Edmunds Newmarket 290

Lowestoft Bungay 290

Lowestoft Halesworth 260

Ipswich Framlingham 250

Bury_St_Edmunds Brandon 240

Bury_St_Edmunds Melford 230

Bury St 

Edmunds

Ipswich

Lowestoft

Haverhill

Felixstowe

Newmarket

Clare

Sudbury

Mildenhall

Red Lodge

Brandon

Thurston

Ixworth

Stowmarket

Hadleigh

Framlingham

Reydon

Bungay

Aldeburgh

Woodbridge

Halesworth
Eye

Shotley
Capel St Mary



Detailed Results

Ipswich Activity Locations and Traffic Flows



Mode Shift Analysis

Ipswich Activity Locations and Traffic Flows



Mode share Comparison

Mode Benchmarks Baseline
Scenario 1

Saturation

Scenario 2

Increased Frequency

Scenario 3

24 hour Operation

Scenario 4

Market Towns

bike 2.81% 2.57% 1.79% 2.32% 2.38% 2.49%

bus 3.30% 3.73% 8.97% 5.51% 4.45% 3.88%

car 81.88% 77.22% 75.04% 76.58% 77.09% 77.29%

rail 0.97% 1.23% 1.27% 1.17% 1.32% 1.18%

walk 11.04% 15.25% 12.93% 14.43% 14.75% 15.16%



Change in Mode Shares

Mode
Scenario 1

Saturation

Scenario 2

Increased Frequency

Scenario 3

24 hour Operation

Scenario 4

Market Towns

bike -0.78% -0.25% -0.19% -0.08%

bus +5.24% +1.78% +0.72% +0.15%

car -2.18% -0.64% -0.13% 0.07%

rail +0.04% -0.06% +0.09% -0.05%

walk -2.32% -0.82% -0.50% -0.09%

• Bike and walk mode share is negatively impacted by all scenarios, although it should be noted that bus trips 

will include walking legs, therefore there can be a net increase in distance of active travel for example

• As expected bus mode share increases in all scenarios, although only very marginally in the Market Towns 

Scenario (4)

• Car mode share generally decreases, the very small increase in the Market Towns Scenario (4) is likely due to 

random variation in the model and can be treated as zero

• Rail share is negatively impacted, but only very marginally



Total boardings comparison at peak periods 

Class Period Peak Time Total boardings

baseline

AM (0:00-7:00) 7 6690

AM (8:00-9:00) 9 11090

IP (10:00-16:00) 13 10640

PM (17:00-18:00) 17 9860

PM (19:00-23:00) 19 3550

scenario1

AM (0:00-7:00) 7 14620

AM (8:00-9:00) 8 23960

IP (10:00-16:00) 13 22970

PM (17:00-18:00) 17 22690

PM (19:00-23:00) 19 15340

scenario2

AM (0:00-7:00) 7 9650

AM (8:00-9:00) 9 16280

IP (10:00-16:00) 13 16100

PM (17:00-18:00) 17 13140

PM (19:00-23:00) 19 5050

scenario3

AM (0:00-7:00) 7 7590

AM (8:00-9:00) 9 12050

IP (10:00-16:00) 13 11220

PM (17:00-18:00) 17 11570

PM (19:00-23:00) 19 7500

scenario4

AM (0:00-7:00) 7 7060

AM (8:00-9:00) 9 11420

IP (10:00-16:00) 13 11060

PM (17:00-18:00) 17 10210

PM (19:00-23:00) 19 3970

• The peak boarding periods for all scenarios are almost 

identical; AM peak at 9, IP peak at 13 and PM peak at 17

• Boarding counts in scenario 4 show minimal increase 

compared to baseline

Total boardings = total daily boardings via all stops 

Table: Total boardings comparison at different periods

Scenario 1: Bus Saturation

Scenario 2: Increased Frequency

Scenario 3: Extended Services

Scenario 4: Market Town Hubs



Mode Shift Analysis – Spatial Analysis

Ipswich Activity Locations and Traffic Flows



Baseline bus trip mode share for origin, destination and hh location (msoa-level)

• Ipswich and Lowestoft have the highest bus 

mode share in the baseline

• This does not vary considerably when 

considering location based on:

• Agent home location

• Trip origin

• Trip destination



Work

Home Education

Shop

Baseline bus trip mode share for different destination activities

• The spatial distribution of mode shares varies depending on destination activity

• Mode shares vary Shopping activities have the highest bus mode share among various activities



Scenarios 1 to 4 comparison: bus trip mode share by passenger home zone
Scenario 1 ("Saturation") bus mode share by household location Scenario 2 ("15-min Freq") bus mode share by household location

Scenario 3 ("24hr") bus mode share by household location Scenario 4 ("Market Towns") bus mode share by household location



Scenarios 1 to 4 comparison: bus trip mode share by origin zone

• Scenario 1 has the highest bus mode share distribution for origins within Suffolk

Scenario 1 ("Saturation") bus mode share by trip origin Scenario 2 ("15-min Freq") bus mode share by trip origin

Scenario 3 ("24hr") bus mode share by trip origin Scenario 4 ("Market Towns") bus mode share by trip origin



Scenarios 1 to 4 comparison: bus trip mode share by destination zone

Scenario 1 ("Saturation") bus mode share by trip destination Scenario 2 ("15-min Freq") bus mode share by trip destination

Scenario 3 ("24hr") bus mode share by trip destination Scenario 4 ("Market Towns") bus mode share by trip destination



Mode Shift Analysis – Detailed

Ipswich Activity Locations and Traffic Flows



Scenarios gross mode shifts (% of total trips) by modes

• The vast majority of agents are car users and do not mode shift

• Subsequent slides consider net mode shift to better interpret modal shift patterns for the 

different scenarios



Scenarios net mode shift (% of total trips) by mode

• Here we consider net mode shift from baseline mode to scenario mode

• Mode shift into bus is highlighted

• In most cases, shift to bus comes from car and walk trips, then bike, then rail



Scenarios net mode shift (% of total net shift) by mode

• The relative distributions of where shifts occur vary across the scenarios

• Increased service frequency (2) appears biased towards shift from car

• Operating 24hr services (3) has a greater shift from walk and bike by comparison

• The Market Towns Scenario (4) has relatively little shift of active modes to bus

• The Market Towns Scenario (4) shifts more rail users to bus compared to the other scenarios



Scenarios net mode shift (% of baseline mode trips) by mode

• It is important to note that because car is so dominant as a mode share in the baseline, small shifts 
in other modes can represent significant change to that mode

• Hence, to better consider the relative impact on each mode, we present the probability of each 
mode trip shifting

• We can see that in Scenario 1, over 25% of cyclists would shift to bus

• Rail is also more severely impacted when considered this way



Trips: personal attributes breakdown

baseline bus tripsbaseline trips trips switching to bus in scenario

• Trips switching to bus present a demographic profile close to that of baseline bus users –

typically of lower income and female

• New bus users are more likely to come from households with car availability, but this is because 

most non-car owners are already using bus in the baseline when feasible

• In the remainder of cases, households without car available are likely shifting to bus from rail and 

active modes, so the shift likely represents a significant improvement in terms of cost and time

Note:
Percentages reflect each demographic category’s share of new bus trips.

100% = number of bus trips in each scenario that used any other mode in baseline.



Agent Utility Analysis

Ipswich Activity Locations and Traffic Flows



Within simulation, agents measure the quality of their experiences using a utility score. 

This can be thought of as the "happiness" or "satisfaction" of agents, based on how well 

they achieved their plans for the day (i.e. all planned activities and required trips).

It must be noted that utility should only be used as a comparative metric, as the 

absolute value has no meaningful interpretation.

Pros:

• Accounts for amplitude of impacts, for example, although fewer people from non-car 
available households may shift, those that do may benefit more than car owners

• Considers changes to the whole day, for example, if trip changes negatively impact 
achievement of activities or incur costs for other trips

Cons:

• Not useful to directly compare between persons or groups, i.e. "this group is twice as 

happy as this group”, but acceptable to compare in terms of relative change, i.e.

“group A outcomes improved by twice as much as group B”

Agent Utility Primer



Global Utility Impacts

Scenario
Total change in Utility compared 

to baseline (all persons)
Efficiency*

1: Saturation +0.67% 8.24

2: 15min Frequency +0.23% 22.10

3: 24hr Operation +0.13% 16.78

4: Market Towns +0.06% 6.09

• As expected, the Saturation Scenario (1) has the highest utility impact (+0.67%), i.e. every 

person in Suffolk gets, on average, almost 1% "happier"

• Although the Frequency Scenario (2) has a greater impact on utility than the 24hr Scenario (3), 

it is comparable in terms of "efficiency”, based on change per additional service required

*Utility Change (ppm) per New Service



Modal Utility Impacts

• Benefits are distributed unevenly across modes and scenarios: existing bus users benefit as expected, but users of 
other modes also benefit, as they can shift to the improved bus provision

• Existing car users are somewhat indifferent to the new scenarios

• From the active modes, bike users benefit the most, as their trips substitute well for improved bus services

• Considering the efficiency of the scenarios, cyclists in the 24hr Scenario (3) benefit most per additional vehicle, 

perhaps since extended services allow them to more easily complete later activities via bus

Change in utility by baseline mode

Scenario bike bus car rail walk

1: Saturation +11.23% +3.91% +0.15% +3.11% +1.27%

2: 15min Frequency +4.48% +1.9% +0.00% +1.25% +0.47%

3: 24hr Operation +4.14% +0.65% -0.03% +0.87% +0.33%

4: Market Towns +2.50% +0.20% -0.02% +0.44% +0.20%

Efficiency (ppm change in utility per additional service)

Scenario bike bus car rail walk

1: Saturation +138.11 +48.09 +1.84 +38.25 +15.62

2: 15min Frequency +430.44 +182.55 +0.00 +120.10 +45.16

3: 24hr Operation +534.33 +83.89 -3.87 +112.29 +42.59

4: Market Towns +253.81 +20.30 -2.03 +44.67 +20.30



Utility Impacts by household and person attributes

• People without cars benefit the most, as well as those with low incomes

• Females do better in the Saturation (1) and Frequency (2) Scenarios

• Males benefit most from the 24hr Scenario (3)

• People living in Coastal Suffolk do best from Scenarios 1 and 2, Babergh from Scenario 3 and Ipswichians from 

Scenario 4

Household Area Babergh Forest Heath Ipswich Mid Suffolk St Edmundsbury Suffolk Coastal Waveney

1: Saturation 0.66% 0.57% 0.76% 0.65% 0.58% 0.91% 0.74%

2: 15min Frequency 0.20% 0.23% 0.30% 0.03% 0.18% 0.41% 0.29%

3: 24hr Operation 0.20% 0.15% 0.13% 0.05% 0.14% 0.16% 0.12%

4: Market Towns 0.06% 0.07% 0.11% -0.01% 0.02% 0.07% 0.14%

Car Availability never yes

1: Saturation 4.74% 0.30%

2: 15min Frequency 1.57% 0.11%

3: 24hr Operation 1.01% 0.04%

4: Market Towns 0.29% 0.05%

HH Income high medium low

1: Saturation 0.41% 0.89% 0.99%

2: 15min Frequency 0.11% 0.31% 0.38%

3: 24hr Operation 0.08% 0.17% 0.19%

4: Market Towns 0.03% 0.06% 0.14%

Gender female male

1: Saturation 0.73% 0.69%

2: 15min Frequency 0.28% 0.20%

3: 24hr Operation 0.12% 0.15%

4: Market Towns 0.07% 0.07%



Route Analysis

Ipswich Activity Locations and Traffic Flows



• We can extract detailed actions of agents and vehicles from the simulation, and 

compare them across scenarios and to the baseline

• Here we focus on changes to the times of use as an example

Route Analysis Primer



Hourly boardings distribution comparison

• The Saturation Scenario (1) dominates hourly boardings across Suffolk, showing increased use early in 

the day and later

• 24hr operation (3) has more impact on boarding in the evening period rather than morning period:
the boardings increase sharply between 19 to 21

• The boarding counts during the middle of the day for 24hr operation (3) and Market Towns (4) are very 

close to baseline



66 Ipswich Hourly boardings distribution comparison

• Line, Route, Stop and even vehicle level changes can be extracted from simulation

• Here, we show boardings per hour for route number 66

• Scenario 2 (15 mins frequency increase) has the biggest impact, where boarding counts 

are nearly double at 8 AM compared to baseline



Route Analysis – Rankings

Ipswich Activity Locations and Traffic Flows



• We analyse the scenarios to identify where changes are most effective:

o Scenario 2: “if I were to increase operating frequency, which services should I prioritise?

o Scenario 3: “if I were to extend operating hours, which services should I prioritise?

o Scenario 4: “if I were to add additional town connectivity, which routes should I prioritise?

• In the case of scenarios 2 and 3, where we are making changes to existing services (either 

making them more frequent or extending their operating hours), we consider (as per previous 

sections) the efficiency of the change, based on the number of new services added.

Route Analysis Ranking Primer



• Top lines in Scenario 2 provide connections to/from Ipswich (64 and 66 Ipswich routes), Lowestoft
(106, 105 routes) and Felixstowe (75, 77 Felixstowe Flyers)

Scenario 2, Increase in boardings per additional vehicle

Rank, Boardings per additional vehicle

Top 10%

Top 10% - 20%

Bottom 80%

Top-15 Line Increases

Line

Increase

in Vehicles

Boardings per

additional vehicle

% Increase

Boardings

64 Ipswich reds 79 44.56 113%

106 15 34.67 400%

77 Felixstowe Flyers 65 30.77 179%

66 Ipswich reds 93 30.54 65%

105 24 29.58 43%

93 83 29.04 321%

M33 35 27.71 404%

88 Ipswich reds 71 27.46 81%

75 Felixstowe Flyers 107 24.58 119%

102 48 23.75 87%

101 94 22.66 35%

385 20 22.50 87%

15 110 21.64 75%

146 43 20.70 52%

92 67 20.45 199%

Bury St 

Edmunds

Ipswich

Lowestoft

Haverhill

Felixstowe

Newmarket



• In Scenario 3, more top-ranking lines are found north of Ipswich, east of Bury St Edmunds and in the North East

521

Scenario 3, Increase in boardings per additional vehicle

Rank, Boardings per additional vehicle

Top 10%

Top 10% - 20%

Bottom 80%

Top 15 Line Increases

Line

Increase

in Vehicles

Boardings per

additional vehicle

% Increase

Boardings

521 20 37.5 114%

753 27 33.7 40%

102 46 30.0 105%

384 20 29.5 79%

64 Ipswich reds 25 22.8 18%

92 28 22.1 90%

116 38 21.8 268%

M33 11 20.9 96%

77 Felixstowe Flyers 26 20.4 47%

99A Coastal Clipper 30 19.7 54%

93 23 19.1 59%

146 44 17.5 45%

524 20 17.5 80%

113 20 16.0 160%

118 28 15.7 76%

Bury St 

Edmunds

Ipswich

Lowestoft

Haverhill

Felixstowe

Newmarket



• Most new Market Town routes ranked in the middle of all routes, likely duplicating some existing bus 

and rail services. 

• The most popular new routes are between Bury St Edmunds and nearby towns

Scenario 4, Market Towns

Rank, Boardings

Top 1/3rd

Top 2/3rds

Bottom 1/3rd

Top 1/3rd of Routes

Location1 Location2 Boardings
Rank in all new 

routes

Bury St Edmunds Haverhill 630 1

Ipswich Hadleigh 580 2

Bury St Edmunds Sudbury 490 3

Bury St Edmunds Elmswell 490 4

Clare Haverhill 430 5

Bury St Edmunds Ixworth 420 6

Reydon Halesworth 410 7

Red Mildenhall 330 8

Lowestoft Beccles 330 9

Bury St Edmunds Newmarket 290 10

Lowestoft Bungay 290 11
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